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Backg rou nd 

 

With the demise of the floppy disc as a portable storage medium and the physical limitations of optical CD and DVD 

media, the USB flash drive (UFD) has rapidly become the principal disk-based medium for transferring files from PC 

to PC. According to IOCELL Corporation, manufacturer of a key microprocessor for UFDs, sales exceeded 120m 

drives in 2005 with a market size of $60bn. By 2008, analysts predict that 220m units, with an average size of 1.7 GB 

each, will be sold in a market worth over $9bn. 

 

Innovation in UFDs has largely been limited to increasing storage capacity, decreasing physical size and most 

recently novelty form factors. However, in recent years the ubiquity of UFDs is beginning to drive the notion of 

portable computing environments. 

 

Port able  Appl icat ions 

 

Portable computing environments consist of a number of applications that are installed on a portable storage device. 

When the device is attached to a host PC, a user’s applications and data are made available, when disconnected, any 

personal data is written to the device, leaving none behind on the host PC. 

 

In 2005, the U3 Consortium (www.u3.com) standardised a platform for ‘smart drive computing’. U3 provides a 

software layer for downloading, installing and managing applications from a USB drive and a hardware specification 

that divides a UFD into a ‘launch’ area and a ‘storage’ area. 

 

  

 

The U3 application launcher, download utility and security control 

 

In addition to the U3 specification (limited to Windows), many software vendors are producing portable versions of 

their leading applications. Such portable applications can run from any UFD, not just U3-enabled drives. Hence iPods, 

MP3 players, portable hard discs and the legacy market of non-U3 drives can be equipped with portable applications. 

Indeed the upcoming Vonage SoftPhone service ships on a UFD, that carries portable phone and voicemail software. 

 

Rather than a technology, U3 is in effect simply a marketing concept, like Intel’s Centrino. However, the simple fact 

that potentially hundreds of millions of U3/UFD users will be one or two clicks away from the U3 downloads portal 

presents an interesting audience aggregation opportunity. 

 



 

   

   

A number of UFD-ready portable applications 

 

With leading applications, such as Mozilla’s Firefox and Thunderbird, the OpenOffice suite, Skype, Gaim and VLC all 

available as UFD-ready portable variants (http://portableapps.com), users have much of the software they need to 

uncouple their data and applications from host computers. Users simply download the software and extract it to their 

UFD, giving them the possibility of storing browser bookmarks, email, browsing histories, IM accounts, office suites, 

passwords, antivirus, documents, music, photos and video in a simple compact device. 

 

Orange S l i ce:  an e xperi me nta l  UFD-based p ortab le  envi ron men t  

 

 
The Orange Slice – a concept design for an Orange-branded UFD 

 

 
Slicepad –application launcher created using PStart 

 
 

Using an off-the-shelf 512mb Sony UFD, several freely available portable applications and a freeware application 

launcher, a simple Orange portable computing environment was constructed, consisting of: 

 Firefox  Internet browser 

 Gaim  Multi-headed IM client for Jabber, Yahoo, MSN, AIM/ICQ and others 

 GIMP  Image editing and photo-manipulation 

 OpenOffice  Office suite – word processor, spreadsheet, database, presenting & diagramming 

 Skype  Internet telephony 

 Thunderbird  POP/IMAP email client 

 VLC   Media player 



Also, a freeware application PStart (www.pegtop.de/start) was installed on the drive to automatically start a launcher 

application upon insertion of the drive into a host computer. 

 

 
Upon insertion the user is prompted to start the launcher 

 

In all, the Orange Slice took just two hours to research and construct. Applications running from a solid-state drive 

demonstrated a noticeable performance improvement over hard discs; also application data portability between PCs 

was flawless. The notion of the Slice as an Orange product may seem mundane and prosaic, but the penetration of 

UFDs, coupled with the utility of portable applications suggests some interesting possibilities… 

 

Opp ort un it ies  

 

Portable Applications 

Portable variants of existing Orange applications should be developed – including LiveCom. Also, it’s entirely possible 

to create a suite of Orange applications derived from open source software: 

 

 Orange Navigator A Firefox-based browser, hardwired with our search, portal and communication links 

 Orange Office  An OpenOffice based office productivity suite 

 Orange Messenger Enable our users to link their use of AIM, AOL and MSN to Jabber-based LiveCom. 

 Orange Mail  An Thunderbird-based mail client to synchronise with Orange email services 

 Orange LivePlayer A media player, based on VLC 

 

Coupled with LiveCom, an Orange Slice user would have a range of applications than met the bulk of their needs. 

 

Orange Inside 

The Orange Slice need not be a physical device, but a software layer that can be added to existing devices. Imagine 

iPods, portable hard discs, Orange SPVs, Liveboxes, LiveMusic, LivePhones and third-party UFDs all bearing an 

Orange Inside  logo, indicating they are compatible with portable applications; why not enable non-Orange 

customers to freely acquire the Orange Slice software? Perhaps a mechanism for mobilising a fixed VoIP phone? 

Inded, in light of Orange’s recent announcements on the development of a ‘MegaSIM’ SIM card, the notion of an 

application suite for all SIMs becomes very compelling. 

 

Audience Aggregation 

Any Orange Inside software should include an application launcher with direct links to an Orange portal of 

downloadable first-party and third-party portable applications and content. With potentially millions of devices 

enabled with Orange Slice software, the first thing each of these users could see would be links to this portal. 

 



By charging portable application vendors for carriage in this portal, taking revenue share on paid applications and 

providing a distribution point for third-party content, the portal can be monetised effectively and content/software 

delivered directly into the applications supplied with the device. 

 

 
A concept Orange Slice launcher application 

 

The concept launcher illustrated above indicates a number of features that provide utility to the user as well as 

driving traffic to various Orange broadband and mobile services: 

 

 Search  Searching drive for data, media and applications and filtering the wider web. 

 Media Notifications Newly available portable applications, music, photo, links, blog posts and video media. 

 Communications Notification of offline IMs, email, voicemail and missed VoIP/mobile calls. 

 

Indeed, the launcher illustrated above provides routes to various other TR research projects such as Nusic, Octave, 

Onebox and Comcentrix. An Orange Inside enabled UFD could also act as a device for personalising various proposed 

appliances such as Mosaic and also enabling Orange to exist on devices where there is currently no presence – for 

example, Apple’s various iPods. 

 

Su mmary  

 

In conclusion, an Orange-branded UFD coupled with a freely available software layer and a number of online service 

presents a number of interesting, low-cost and low risk opportunities for the business as well as equipping users with 

inexpensive, desirable and useful devices – which they are likely to purchase in any case. Orange’s distribution reach, 

could place the brand on the storage medium of choice for millions of users and help to drive usage, traffic and 

monetisation in a number of areas. 
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 U3   www.u3.com 

 IOCELL C2 Fact Sheet www.iocell.com 

 IOCELL Phonedrive www.iocell.com/english/products/phonedrive_e.asp 

 Portable Apps  http://portableapps.com 

 USB Flash Drive http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Usb_flash_drive 

 indi   www.getindi.com 

 Orange MegaSIM www.m-systems.com/site/en-US/Corporate/PressRoom/PressReleases/2006/NR060214-1.htm  


